GLOBAL

DECLARATION

WAR on CARBON
(part_D:The Emergent Global War Declaration
against Atmospheric Carbon).
You have been entirely decieved,
The fact is teribbly upside down !!

2011/10/24,11/11

PART-D：

The Emergent Global War Declaration against Atmospheric Carbon .

⑴

☠1℃☠
⑵

0.3℃?!!

The current scenario of COP16 agreement =１℃ rise
is decisiveley catastrophic without "salvation" !!!.

The most severe scenario of
almost zero emission (＝max carbon sink)
is about 0.3℃ rise in about 30years.
http://www.777true.net/Global-Temeperature-FACT-7.ppt

Even this might not be sufficient. Because,then,temperature rise in Arctic may be 1℃ rise,which
could not say safe for the Methane Catastrphe Possibility in Arcitic.
☞:Above mentioned EGT equation predicted about 0.3℃ rise
in 30 years by zero carbon emission simulation.
{390ppm(at now)－350ppm(by J.Hansen)}/<1.5ppm/y:max carbon sink>≒27 years.
☞:The last chance might be "climate geoengineering for oceans

the main heat tranporter and reservour,but not for vulnerable atomosphere".

⑶Therefore,our

"possible limit scenario" is

more than 80％ carbon reduction from right now !!.

The Emergent Global War Declaration against Atmospheric Carbon .

PART-D：

Conclusion as Our Aim

[D1]：

(Carbon Condition=CC the minimum and decisive postulate for our survibing).

"If people once had agreeded, they would endeavour to
make better life under the constrain＝CC⑴⑵".
Maximizing Atmospheric Carbon Sink by Marine and Land
⑴Maximizing
Vegitgation to increase Heat Disspation from earth into space.
→ Operation Global Forestization,Geo-Engineering,...
⑵Saving Food Production and Supplying for Citizens Life
by Minimizing Carbon Emission.
→ Recommanding Foods and Eenergy self-sufficient communities
in villages,districts,nations,

[D2]：Declaration of Global War against Atomospheric Carbon toward Global Total Resetting .
It's Discontineous Regime Transition,because of considering each individual and
corporation affairs are too much time loss.With decisive prepareration duration,
we must make "Declaration of Global War against Carbon at definite day".

Emergent Global Command

Limit to
Carbon Fuels !!
on

Unless this command,all the life on earth would be encounter terrible heat hell world to perish.
Then which do you opt suffer for perishing or surbiving ??.
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WMF duty＝management on
⒜Food support & Carbon Police Activity
⒝Forestization,Geo-Engineering,....
⒞climate observation,prediction,the bulletin,
⒟international dispute settlement, international
migration support

⑴Only by global agreement could accomplish the operation aim,
→ Easy comprehensible,but Decisive the full Explanation.
⑵Only by global strict management could accomplish the aim,
→ World Milatary Force with GHQ established by democrat way.
⑶World Milatary Force with GHQ(General Head Quater).
By global agreement on endeavouring CC ,global military is
to manage and to execute and global citizen join the military farmer soldier
for the emergent duration(operation GLOBAL RAMADAN).
→ http://www.777true.net/OPERATION-GLOBAL-RAMADAN.pdf
⑷WMF duty＝management on
⒜Food support & Carbon Police Activity
⒝Forestization,Geo-Engineering,....
⒞climate observation,prediction,the bulletin,
⒟international dispute settlement, international migration support
⑸Each nation government's duty.
Under the global military management,each nation government
do ensure people's life with constrain of CC..
⒜optimizing food & energy supply for secure people's life.
⒝producting labour assignment(management on national farmer soldier),
⒞resetting financial system,managing industry etc.....

[D3]：Limitaion

on Carbon fuel and the
Resetting Nation Production Systeme before the Declaration Day.
How to manage carbon fuel rationing may be high priority task for government for the initial time
being.This emergent situation has an aspect of something like retro-recovering way of life with
small fuel energy dependency.But computer aided tools with CC could be available.
⑴Only industry activity fitting with ⑴⑵<≡Carbon Condition≡CC> could be chosen.
→ agri-works,fishery with minimum logistics＝the 1st fundamentals.
This is food-energy self-sufficient(or more)communities the very best fundamental.
☞:machinery works in farm might be changed to hand works
for CC by national farmer soldeir(≡NFS).
⑵Most of carbon extravagant industry would be closed.
→ jobless could join national farmer soldeir with food-house assurance.
Those are simuletaneously bankrupcy of many corporates,so global financial resetting is
also decisive.Debt and Bond shall be vanished.
Nation people must become a family,
therefore all of their debt and wealth must be devoted to a mother ＝nation.
(This could be simuletaneous relief of now world encoutering unprecedental debts crisis in almost
nations on earth. Confusional them now has no decisive reliefing method ). Nation farmer soldeir
is generalized version of now military regime,to where,people could be join military by their
proposal. It is the most national project reliefing jobless people and enhancing people's
life for fitting CC.
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The ”CC” DAY

TION on
TOTAL LIMITA
LIMITAT
CARBON EXTRAVAGANT INDUSTRIEs
which had become fataly havoc !.
DRASTIC
CORPORATEs CLOSING to
BANKRUPCY &
JOBLESS

the industrial revolution(1750)

Note that
had devastated the green earth,hence,the event here could not help to be

an anti-industrial revolution !!,

GLOBAL
FINANCE,Politics
RESETTING!!
The almost global and total corporate closing could not help to be global and total Resetting
by a design on the new global regime.This could be nothing without global and final repentance,
which would conform with God' s will for conserving lives on this earth. This is nothing without
an action evading "the final judgement",that is a salvation !!!.

RATIONNING NATION
REGIME and JOINNING
NATION F
ARMER SOLDIER
FA
http://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc538/

GLOBAL WAR
ON CARBON !!

Energy Industry :(hydrogen,natural resouces,
⑷Energy
and atomic power would be available).Carbon fuel could not be
available any more !!!!!.People and community are recommanded to develop
own low cost local generator by various energy resource
under the condition CC.Clasical Dutch style windmill is low cost and could
be stable power generators.
Communication and information industry should be saved with CC.
⑸Communication
Traffics-Retail-Industry with CC:Long distance transport by fuel energy
⑹Traffics-Retail
could not be employed any more,but railway would be recommanded for
special goods. Massive loading railway and ship traffic are best energy
efficiency. Larger sail boat and ship are best.Employing cattles are good.
Materials and Torelable Goods Iindustry .
⑺Materials
⑻General
General Service publical and privatal .
Industry is categolized by hard(flow,stock) and soft(service).
Hard is devidened to low carbon industry and heavy one.

Only by 5 years,poplars have
grown up in Desert Forestization.
This fact enable more possibility of
people's migration to desert regions.

1992

1997/8
http://www.yamanashi-nponet.jp/~desert/inochi.html

automatic sea surface cooler
10～ 30℃
agasinst radiative forcing＝1.6W/m^2.

Ocean
geoengineering ??
http://www.sciencedaily.com/release/2010/100216221305.htm

deep sea temperature 2～5℃

ocean
geoengineering ?
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